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Postknight gifts senna

Relationships relate to the mechanics between the player and various love interests in Postknight. Review edit source In the game, the player can interact with specific NPCs to receive gifts (in specialized chests) from and give gifts to them. Their Bond measures to a scale of five hearts and it will grow with how the player
gives them different gifts. Dialogue and animation are different from gifts, depending on the number of hearts and the type of gift. Note that not talking to the NPC for 24 hours will make them angry and their connection will decrease by 1/4❤. Relationship elements (edit the source of editing) (girl) don't seem to be happy.
Maybe you should spend more time with her.) 'The message after a player misses a girl during the day and then talks to her relationship items, or just gifts, are items in Postknight that are used to enhance the relationship between the player and one of the love interests. Unlike most elements, the elements of the
relationship do not fall away from enemies. Common gifts can fall from chests from delivery quests. Rare gifts get a little more difficult, requiring trade from a particular place, and flowers of epic rarity are obtained only from trading with merchant Carl in Pompon. Although they are much less common to some across than
other elements, their impact on basic quests is almost negligible. If the player proceed to gift these items for love interests, they will start giving back non-relationship items, effectively becoming a generator for specific items. In addition, there are specific gifts that, when given at 5❤, will trigger a memory that can be
revised later. Each girl has one such gift in the main game, plus one for three events in the game (Blossom Festival, Hollow's Eve, Wintertide), a total of four separate items for each girl that evokes memory. Gift edit source Every NPC likes to receive certain gifts, and just like the boxes they give, knowledge of the
character can give clues to what they might like to be gifted. What they don't like though may not be as obvious and the gifts of these items instead make them drop bonds. At 5❤, the love interest will mention their legendary item, a gift in the main game that will evoke memory. The likes and dislikes of each love interest
can be determined by the person on the item after they have received this gift at least once. In addition, each response has a different sound effect, animation and dialogue attached to it. A smiling face means that she likes the item, or in game files it reacts neutrally to an object. One heart rises, increasing its connection
with you by 1/10❤. A face with hearts for the eyes means that she stands for this item. A few hearts have spread, increasing her connection with you even more. Sick face means she doesn't like this The tear falls, reducing her connection to you. Please note that the heart-breaking effect occurs only if the gift was
received at the ❤ ❤, to the effect of one heart rises in 5❤ even if it stands for a gift. However, the sound effects and dialogue remain the same. Love interests (edit source editing) Gifts given to love interests affect their relationship with you. You can give a love interest every 4 hours and receive a gift from them every 8
hours. The received gift contains two items, but it will be increased to three upon reaching the pledge of 5❤. Bond's minimum requirement to receive gifts depends on love interest. For example, Magnolia easily heats up to a player and can donate as early as 1❤, while Camellia is less trusting and requires 3❤ before she
can donate to the player. The number and quality of gifts, however, increases above their Bond with you. Love Interest Favored Items Disliked Items Special Items Magnolia Honey (1/4❤) Mushroom Soup (1/4❤) Polka Dot Ribbon (1/2❤) White Lily (1/2❤) Grilled Salmon (-1/4❤) Coffee (-1/4❤) Hoop Earrings (-1/2❤)
Green Orchid (-1/2❤) Caspid Honey Sweet Delight Pumpkin Ensemble Wintertide Sweater Fleur Apple Juice (1/4❤)Curry Rice (1/4❤) Leaf Handkerchief (1/2❤) Green Orchid (1/2❤) Beer (-1/4❤) Roast Beef (-1/4❤) Feather Pendant (-1/2❤) Red Rose (-1/2❤) Herb Almanac Spring Bloom Witch Ensemble Winter Herb
Senna Milk (1/4❤) Grilled Salmon (1/4❤) Feather Pendant (1/2❤) Yellow Daffodil (1/2❤) Pancakes (-1/4❤) Peach Tea (-1/4❤) Haircomb (-1/2❤) Pink Carnation (-1/2❤) Mysterious Eggs Summer Charm Witch Ensemble Wintertide Scarf Dahlia Beer (1/4❤) Roast Beef (1/4❤) Hoop Earrings (1/2❤) Red Rose (1/2❤)
Salad (-1/4❤) Milk (-1/4❤) Polka Dot Ribbon (-1/2❤) Lavender (-1/2❤) Ameranne Wine Classic Desire Pumpkin Ensemble Festive Ale Camellia Peach Tea (1/4❤) Salad (1/4❤) Butterfly Bracelet (1/2❤) Pink Carnation (1/2❤) Curry Rice (-1/4❤) Apple Juice (-1/4❤) Leaf Handkerchief (-1/2❤) Yellow Daffodil (-1/2❤)
Quivtol Tea Blushing Allure Witch Ensemble Snowy Cookies Asteria Coffee (1/4❤) Pancakes (1/4❤) Haircomb (1/2❤) Lavender (1/2❤) Mushroom Soup (-1/4❤) Honey (-1/4❤ a) ❤) Butterfly Bracelet (-1/2❤) White Lily (-1/2❤) Titanium Ore Bright Dedication Pumpkin Ensemble Clockwork Toy Memories edit source You
can get a memory from each of the love interests if you gift a particular legendary item she desires in 5❤. These legendary items can be obtained from Grand Chests, either as a reward from S-rank delivery quests or as a gift from pets in 5❤, or from a trade with merchant Cyrus in Caldemount. The player can choose the
gift of the legendary item early, but the memory will not be received. Their Bond will instead increase by 1❤, but you can donate them again at 5❤ to get a memory. Memories are collected in the statistics of the book on bonds after 5❤. If you have several memories with one love interest, it will show the arrow that flips all
of them. Blossom Festival (Event) Edit the Source of Editing At the Blossom Festival event, special memories are received, The festival's favorite bouquet of flowers is love at 5❤. Love Love Must be at 5❤ to earn a memory, although you can give her a bouquet early to increase her bond by 1❤. Blossom Festival
Magnolia MemoryBlossom Festival Fleur MemoryBlossom Festival Senna MemoryBlossom Festival Dahlia MemoryBlossom Festival Camellia MemoryBlossom Festival Asteria Memory Hollow's Eve (Event) Edited Edit source On the eve of the Hallow event, Special memories get by giving love interest to one of two
ensembles, a witch ensemble and a pumpkin ensemble, both Love Interest should be at 5❤ to earn a memory, although you can give her ensemble early to increase her bond by 1❤. Hollow Eva Magnolia MemoryHollow's Eve Fleur MemoryHollow's Eve Senna MemoryHollow's Eve Dahlia MemoryHollow's Eve Camellia
MemoryHollow's Eve Asteria Memory Wintertide (Editing) At wintertide event, Special memories get by giving a woman on one of the 6 Wintertide items that you can buy Love Interest should be at 5❤ to earn a memory, although you can give her a Wintertide item early to increase her bond by 1❤. Wintertide Magnolia
MemoryWintertide Camellia MemoryWintertide Asteria Memory Pets (edited source editing) Pets are another form of NPC that use the same relationship system as love interests, but here you take care of them. They prefer specific food, unique to the area in which they live, but also accept the usual rare gifts, all of which
happen to be food. Donating any other gift, or food intended for another pet will result in the animal turning the gift away, but their bond will not decrease and you can try to feed the animal again. Each merchant sells a specific pet food item in this area for different amounts of coins. You can receive a gift from pets every
6 hours. Usually you get a wooden chest with three items, but at 3❤ you get a Big Chest with the best prey, and in 5❤, a Big Chest with four items. Pet Favors Items Area - Unlock Wolf Puppy (Ghost) Juicy Meat (1/2❤) Any common rarity gift (1/10❤) Take in a Pompon for 50,000 Blooplet coins (Dewey) Shello Clam
(1/2❤) Take in Shello Bay for 200 gems Puppy (Bacon) Pet Biscuits (1/2❤) Take in Shello Bay for 200 gems Puppy (Bacon) Pet Biscuits (Bacon) 1/2❤) Take in Shello Bay for 200 Gems Puppy (Bacon) /2❤) Take in Griffondell for 200 Gems Wild Piff (Iskra) Scadish (1/2❤) Take in Caldemount for 300 Gems Cricle (Chip)
Geode (1/2❤) Take in the Valley of Gold for 300 Gems Trying to Do Nice with One of the Handful of Friendly Girls in Postknight? The whole gift system is easy to ignore if you're just in the game to give monsters a good ingping, but if you really get into it, then it's time to start giving gifts to NPCs. them directly then
pressing the Gift button, but that's the only easy part about figuring out the gift system. You unlock a few NPC in Pompon Village, but it takes some progress to unlock others. Related: Fleur - Full Creek Trail v Magnolia - Full Wood Way v Dahlia - Get Get Rank B and Reach Caldemount Camellia - Reach Caldemount
Senna - Reach Griffondell Asteria - Reach the Valley of Gold But that's not all you need to know about these lovely helpful ladies! Each of them has its own specific sympathies and dislikes, which you must observe in order to make her reach 5 hearts. For example, Camellia loves salads, while Dahlia hates them. On the
other hand, Dahlia does love yellow daffodils, but Camellia hates them. When you give an NPC gift they like you will get hearts, but if you give them something they don't like you will lose heart, not. You want to make sure that you give them things that they would like to avoid having to stand up to the hearts lost while
giving a bad gift. Also, you will lose heart if you miss talking to a girl during the day. This guide is pretty simple, but should get the job done at the moment. I listed the items I gave each girl, and whether she loved, loved or hated it. I don't log the amount of heart progress given with each gift, however. Excuse me!
FleurFleur is an apprentice alchemist and can be found in Pompon Village at all points in history. According to the official Facebook Postknight Fleur loves apples and spicy food, and her favorite color is green. Likes: Apple juice, rice curry, handkerchief leaves, green orchid, an almanac of herbsLikes: Coffee, green
orchid, roasted salmon, hair comb, honey, lavender, handkerchief leaf, milk, mushroom soup, pancakes, peach tea, pink cloves, polka dot tape, lettuce, yellow daffodils: Beer, feather pendant, red rose, roast beefger events elements Spring Bloom, Witch Ensemble, and Winter Herb.MagnoliaMagno , soup), and her
favorite color is white. Likes: Mushroom soup, honey, white lily, polka dot tape, caspid honeyLikes: Apple juice, beer, butterfly bracelet, hair comb, lavender, handkerchief leaf, milk, pancakes, peach tea, pink cloves, red rose, roast beef, salad, yellow daffodil: coffee, green orchid, roasted salmon, hoop earrings Here
events Sweet Delight, Pumpkin Ensemble, and Wintertide Sweater. Likes: Beer, hoop earrings, milk, Red Rose, ameranne wine, roast beef: Coffee, curry rice, feather pendant, roasted salmon, honey, leaf handkerchief, mushroom soup, pancakes, peach tea, pink handkerchiefDislikes: lavender, milk, polka dot ribbon,
saladHer event Classic Desire, Pumpkin Ensemble, and festive ale.CamelliaCamellia, by far the most regal. Loves: Butterfly hoop earrings, peach tea, pink cloves, salad, quivtol teaLikes: Beer, coffee, feather pendant, green orchid, roasted salmon, honey, hoop earrings, milk, pancakes, polka dot tape, red rose, roast
beefDislikes: curry rice, sheet headscarf, yellow daffodil, apple juiceHer events elements blushing Allure, Witch Ensemble, and Snow Cookies.Senna Senna can't get enough of being outside or taking care of animal products. Her favorite color is yellow. Likes: Feather pendant, roasted salmon, mysterious milk eggs,
yellow daffodilLikes: apple juice, beer, butterfly bracelet, coffee, rice curry, green orchid, honey, hoop earrings, lavender, leaf handkerchief, mushroom soup, polka dot tape, red rose, roast beef, saladDislikes: hair comb, pancakes, peach tea She loves sweet foods as well as caffeine, and her favorite color is blue. Likes:
Coffee, hair comb, lavender, pancakes, titamium oreLikes: apple juice, beer, rice curry, roasted salmon, hoop earrings, milk, peach tea, roast beefDislikes: butterfly bracelet, honey, mushroom soup, white lilyHer events items Bright Devolution, pumpkin ensemble, and groovy toy. Facebook.
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